

Social Media is playing a key role in today’s society. Many of the events that are

taking place in diverse human activities could be explained bythe study of these
data.


Big Data is

a relatively new parading in Computer Science that is gaining

increasing interest by the scientific community.


Big Data

Predictive Analytics is a Big Data discipline that is mostly used to

analyze what is in the huge amounts of data and then perform predictions based

on such analysis using advanced mathematics and computing techniques.


The study of Social Media Data

involves disciplines like Natural Language

Processing, by the integration of this area to academic studies, useful findings
have been achieved.


Social Network Rating Systems are online

platforms that allow users to know

about goods and services, the way in how users review and rate their experience
is a field of evolving research.
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Processor

:Intel Pentium IV 1GHz



RAM

:256MB (Min)



Hard Drive

:5GB free space



Monitor

:1024 * 768, High Color inch



Mouse

:Scroll Mouse(Logitech)



Keyboard

:104 keys

OS

:

Windows XP/7/8



Front End

:

Visual Studio 2010/ netbeans 7.1



Back End

:

SQL Server 2005/ heidisql 3.2



Browser

:

Any Web Browser





This paper presents a deep investigation in
the state of the art of these areas to discover
and analyze the current

status of the

research that has been developed so far by
academics of diverse background.
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